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Abstract
This paper investigates some aspects of the accepting powers of deterministic, nondeterministic, and
alternating one-pebble Turing machines with spaces between log log n and log n. We ﬁrst investigate
a relationship between the accepting powers of two-way deterministic one-counter automata and
deterministic (or nondeterministic) one-pebble Turingmachines, and show that they are incomparable.
Thenwe investigate a relationship between nondeterminism and alternation, and show that there exists
a language accepted by a strongly log log n space-bounded alternating one-pebble Turing machine,
but not accepted by anyweakly o(log n) space-bounded nondeterministic one-pebble Turingmachine.
Finally, we investigate a space hierarchy, and show that for any one-pebble (fully) space constructible
function L(n) log n, and for any function L′(n) = o(L(n)), there exists a language accepted by
a strongly L(n) space-bounded deterministic one-pebble Turing machine, but not accepted by any
weakly L′(n) space-bounded nondeterministic one-pebble Turing machine.
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1. Introduction
A Turing machine (Tm) considered here has a two-way read-only input tape and a semi-
inﬁnite (inﬁnite to the right) storage tape [6,7,11]. A one-pebble Tm [11] is a Tm with
the capability of using one-pebble, which the ﬁnite control can use as a marker on the
input tape. During the computation, the device can deposit (retrieve) a pebble on (from)
any cell of the tape. The next move depends on the current state, the contents of the cells
scanned by the input and storage tape heads, and on the presence of the pebble on the
current input tape cell. See, e.g., [1,9,10] for details of pebble automata. It is easy to see that
the pebble is redundant when the storage tape used is log n or more, because the storage
tape can be used to encode, in binary, the position of the tape cell containing the pebble.
Therefore, we are interested in one-pebble Tms operating in space below log n. Blum and
Hewitt [1] showed that one-pebble ﬁnite automata accept only regular sets. Chang et al.
[4] strengthened this result, and showed that o(log log n) space-bounded one-pebble Tms
accept only regular sets. Further, they showed in [4] that one pebble adds power, even when
the input is restricted to a language over a unary alphabet, to Tms whose space complexity
lies between log log n and log n. Compared with many investigations of Tms, there are
not so many investigations of one-pebble Tms. This paper investigates some aspects of
the accepting powers of deterministic, nondeterministic and alternating one-pebble Tms
operating in space between log log n and log n. Through the proofs of our results, we give
a new technique for proving that some languages cannot be accepted by space-bounded
nondeterministic one-pebble Tms.
Section 2 gives deﬁnitions and notations necessary for the subsequent sections. It is
shown in [8] that the accepting powers of two-way deterministic one-counter automata
and L(n) space-bounded one-pebble deterministic Tms with log log nL(n) = o(log n)
are incomparable. Section 3 investigates a relationship between the accepting powers of
two-way deterministic one-counter automata [5] and one-pebble nondeterministic Tms op-
erating in space between log log n and o(log n), and shows that they are incomparable.
It is well known [2,11] that for spaces between log log n and log n, alternating Tms are
more powerful than nondeterministic Tms for both the strong and weak modes of space
complexity. Section 4 shows a similar result. More speciﬁcally, we show that there exists a
language accepted by a strongly log log n space-bounded alternating one-pebble Tm, but
not accepted by any weakly o(log n) space-bounded nondeterministic one-pebble Tm. It is
also well known [7,11] that there is an inﬁnite space hierarchy of the accepting powers of
deterministic (or nondeterministic) Tms with spaces between log log n and log n. Section
5 shows a similar result for one-pebble Tms. That is, we show that for any one-pebble (fully)
space constructible functionL(n) log n, and any functionL′(n) = o(L(n)), there exists a
language accepted by a strongly L(n) space-bounded deterministic one-pebble Tm, but not
accepted by any weakly L′(n) space-bounded nondeterministic one-pebble Tm. Section 6
concludes this paper by posing open problems.
2. Preliminaries
Below, we denote a Turing machine by Tm. An alternating Tm M is a generalization of
the nondeterministic Tm.M has a read-only input tape c/w$ (where c/ is the left endmarker,
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$ is the right endmarker, and w is an input word) on which the input head can move right
or left, and has one semi-inﬁnite (inﬁnite to the right) storage tape equipped with a storage
head which can move right or left, and can read or write. All states ofM are partitioned into
universal and existential states. A storage state of M is a combination of the (i) contents
of the storage tape, (ii) position of the storage head within the nonblank portion of the
storage tape, and (iii) state of the ﬁnite control. A conﬁguration of M on an input w is a
combination of the (i) storage state, and (ii) position of the input head on c/w$. We can view
the computation ofM as a tree whose nodes are labeled by conﬁgurations. A conﬁguration
is called universal, existential, accepting if the state associated with the conﬁguration is
universal (existential, accepting). A computation tree ofM on an input w is a tree such that
the root is labeled by the initial conﬁguration and the children of any nonleaf node labeled
by a universal (existential) conﬁguration include all (one) of the immediate successors of
that conﬁguration. A computation tree is accepting if it is ﬁnite and all the leaves are labeled
by accepting conﬁgurations.M accepts an input wordw if there is an accepting computation
tree ofM onw. Note that a nondeterministic Tm is an alternating Tm with existential states
only. See [3,11] for the more detailed deﬁnitions of alternating and nondeterministic Tms.
A one-pebble alternating Tm is an alternating Tm with the capability of using one-
pebble which the ﬁnite control can use as a marker on the input tape. During the com-
putation, the device can deposit (retrieve) a pebble on (from) any cell of the tape. The
next move depends on the current state, the contents of the cells scanned by the input and
storage tape heads, and on the presence of the pebble on the current input tape cell. The
concepts of “storage state”, “computation tree”, “accepting computation tree”, and “ac-
ceptance of an input word” for one-pebble alternating Tms are deﬁned as in alternating
Tms. A computation tree of a one-pebble alternating Tm M (on some input) is l space
bounded if all nodes of the tree are labeled with conﬁgurations using at most l cells of
the storage tape. Let L(n) : N → N be a function of the input length n, where N denotes
the set of all the positive integers. M is weakly L(n) space bounded if for every input
w of length n, n1, that is accepted by M, there exists an L(n) space bounded accept-
ing computation tree of M on w. M is strongly L(n) space bounded if for every input
w of length n (accepted by M or not), n1, any computation tree of M on w is L(n)
space bounded. One-pebble nondeterministic and one-pebble deterministic Tms are de-
ﬁned as usual. Let weak-ASPACEpeb(L(n)) (weak-NSPACEpeb(L(n)), weak-DSPACEpeb
(L(n))) denote the class of languages accepted by weakly L(n) (space-bounded one-
pebble alternating (nondeterministic, deterministic)) Tms, and let strong-ASPACEpeb(L(n))
(strong-NSPACEpeb(L(n)), strong-DSPACEpeb(L(n))) denote the class of languages ac-
cepted by strongly L(n) (space-bounded one-pebble alternating (nondeterministic, deter-
ministic)) Tms.
A function L : N → N is one-pebble space constructible (one-pebble fully space con-
structible) if there exists a strongly L(n) (space-bounded deterministic one-pebble) Tm
M such that, for all n1 and for some (any) input word of length n, M will eventually
halt having marked exactly L(n) cells of the storage tape. We say that M constructs ( fully
constructs) L(n).
In Sections 3 and 5, we will use the following fact which was proved in [4].
Fact 1. log log n is one-pebble fully space constructible.
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A two-way deterministic one-counter automaton (2-dc) is a two-way deterministic push-
down automaton [5] which can use only one kind of symbol on the pushdown tape. Let
2-DC denote the class of languages accepted by 2-dc’s.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the base of logarithm is 2. For any machine M,
let T (M) denote the set of words accepted by M. For any word w, |w| denotes the length
of w, and for any set S, |S| denotes the cardinality of S. For any alphabet  and any integer
n1, n denotes the set of all the words of length n over . See [7] for undeﬁned terms.
3. Incomparability with 2-DC
This section investigates a relationship between the accepting powers of 2-dc’s and
sublogarithmically space-bounded one-pebble nondeterministic Tms.
The following theorem is proved in [8].
Theorem 3.1. Strong-DSPACEpeb(log log n)− 2-DC 	= .
Theorem 3.2. 2-DC − weak-NSPACEpeb(o(log n)) 	= .
Proof. Let T1 = {ww | w ∈ {0, 1}+}. It is an easy exercise to show that T1 ∈ 2-DC.
We show below that T1 /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb(o(log n)).We suppose on the contrary that a
weakly L(n) space-bounded one-pebble nondeterministic TmM accepts T1, where L(n) =
o(log n). Let Q be the set of states of the ﬁnite control ofM. We divide Q into two disjoint
subsetsQ+ andQ− which correspond to the sets of states whenM holds and does not hold
the pebble in the ﬁnite control, respectively. M starts from the initial state in Q+ with the
input head on the left endmarker c/. We assume without loss of generality that M satisﬁes
the following condition (A):
(A) When M accepts an input word in T1, M enters an accepting state in Q+ on the right
endmarker $, and halts.
Below we shall consider the computations ofM on words of length 2n for large n. ThusM
uses at most L(2n) cells of the storage tape. For each n1, let an n-word be a word over
{0, 1} of length n, and let S(n) be the set of possible storage states ofM using at mostL(2n)
cells of the storage tape.
Let
S+(n) = {s ∈ S(n) | the state component of s is inQ+},
S−(n) = {s ∈ S(n) | the state component of s is inQ−},
and thus S(n) = S+(n)⋃ S−(n). Clearly s+(n) = |S+(n)| = O(tL(2n)), and s−(n) =
|S−(n)| = O(tL(2n)) for some constant t depending only onM. Let x be any n-word that is
supposed to be a subword of an input toM. Suppose that the pebble ofM is not placed on this
word x. Then,wedeﬁne amappingMx , which depends onM and x, fromS−(n)×{left, right}
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to the power set of S−(n)× {left, right} as follows:
• (q ′, e′) ∈ Mx(q, e) ⇔ when M enters x in storage state q from the e edge of x, there
exists a sequence of steps ofM in whichM eventually exits x in storage state q ′ from the
e′ edge of x.
We say that two n-words x1, x2 are M−-equivalent if Mx1(q, e) = Mx2(q, e) for each
(q, e) ∈ S−(n)× {left, right} (i.e., if two mappingsMx1 andMx2 are equivalent). Clearly,
M−-equivalence is an equivalence relation on n-words. There are 2n n-words. Clearly, there
are at most
e(n) = (22s−(n))2s−(n)
M−-equivalence classes of n-words. Let P(n) be a largest M−-equivalence class of
n-words. Then we have
|P(n)| 2
n
e(n)
. (3.1)
Note that |P(n)|?1 for large n, because L(n) = o(log n).
Let w1 and w2 be n-words. For any computation comp(w1w2) of M on w1w2, let
• cross(comp(w1w2)) = the sequence of storage states when M crosses the boundary
between w1 and w2 from left to right or from right to left in comp(w1w2), and
• pebble-cross(comp(w1w2)) = the sequence of storage states (in S+(n)) whenM crosses
the boundary between w1 and w2 with the pebble in the ﬁnite control from left to right
or from right to left in comp(w1w2).
Of course, pebble-cross(comp(w1w2)) is a subsequence of cross(comp(w1w2)).
For each storage state si in cross(comp(w1w2)) = s1s2 . . . si . . . , let
• comp(w1w2)[−, si] = the subcomputation of comp(w1w2) from the beginning of
comp(w1w2) to the moment of M crossing the boundary between w1 and w2 in stor-
age state si , and
• comp(w1w2)[si,−] = the subcomputation of comp(w1w2) after the moment ofM cross-
ing the boundary between w1 and w2 in storage state si .
For any storage states si and sj (i < j) in cross(comp(w1w2)) = s1s2 . . . si . . . , let
• comp(w1w2)[si, sj ] = the subcomputation of comp(w1w2) from themoment ofM cross-
ing the boundary between w1 and w2 in storage state si to the moment of M crossing
again the boundary in storage state sj .
For each n-word w, ww is in T1, and so ww is accepted by M, and the length of ww is
2n. Therefore, there exists an accepting computation ofM onww using at most L(2n) cells
of the storage tape. Let accomp(ww) be such a ﬁxed loop-free accepting computation ofM
on ww.
The following lemma must hold.
Lemma 3.1. For any two different n-words x and y in P(n),
pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) 	= pebble-cross(accomp(yy)).
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Proof. Suppose on the contrary that pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) = pebble-cross(accomp
(yy)). From the condition (A) mentioned previously, we can assume without loss of gener-
ality that for some odd number k1,
(i) pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) = pebble-cross(accomp(yy)) = s1s2 . . . sk (each si ∈
S+(n)),
(ii) cross(accomp(xx)) = sx01sx02 . . . sx0i0s1sx11sx12 . . . sx1i1s2sx21sx22 . . . sx2i2s3 . . . sksxk1sxk2 . . .
sxkik
(i0, i1, . . . , ik0, and each sxij ∈ S−(n)),
(iii) cross(accomp(yy)) = sy01sy02 . . . sy0j0s1s
y
11s
y
12 . . . s
y
1j1s2s
y
21s
y
22 . . . s
y
2j2s3 . . . sks
y
k1s
y
k2 . . .
s
y
kjk
(j0, j1, . . . , jk0, and each syij ∈ S−(n)), and
(iv) accomp(yy) ends with an accepting state qa ∈ Q+ on the right endmarker $.
Note that for each w ∈ {x, y},
(i) in accomp(ww)[−, s1] and in accomp(ww)[si, si+1] for each even number i, 2 ik−
1, the pebble is on the left w, and
(ii) in accomp(ww)[si, si+1] for each odd number i, 1 ik − 2, and in accomp(ww)
[sk,−], the pebble is on the right w.
Since x and y areM−-equivalent, it follows thatwe can construct a computation comp(xy)
of M on xy such that:
(i) cross(comp(xy)) = sx01sx02 . . . sx0i0s1s
y
11s
y
12 . . . s
y
1j1s2s
x
21s
x
22 . . . s
x
2i2s3s
y
31s
y
32 . . . s
y
3j3s4
. . . sks
y
k1s
y
k2 . . . s
y
kjk
,
(ii) pebble-cross(comp(xy)) = s1s2 . . . sk,
(iii) comp(xy)[−, sx01] = accomp(xx)[−, sx01]
(comp(xy)[−, s1] = accomp(xx)[−, s1] if i0 = 0),
(iv) comp(xy)[sykjk ,−] = accomp(yy)[s
y
kjk
,−]
(comp(xy)[sk,−] = accomp(yy)[sk,−] if jk = 0),
(v) for each even number i(0 ik − 1),
• comp(xy)[si, sxi1] = accomp(xx)[si, sxi1] (where i 	= 0),• for each even number r(2rji − 1),
comp(xy)[sxir , sxi,r+1] = accomp(xx)[sxir , sxi,r+1],• comp(xy)[sxiji , si+1] = accomp(xx)[sxiji , si+1], and(vi) for each odd number i (0 ik),
• comp(xy)[si, syi1] = accomp(yy)[si, syi1],• for each even number r (2rji − 1),
comp(xy)[syir , syi,r+1] = accomp(yy)[syir , syi,r+1],
• comp(xy)[syiji , si+1] = accomp(yy)[s
y
iji
, si+1] (where i 	= k).
(Note that for each even number i (0 ik − 1) and each odd number r (1rji − 1),
comp(xy)[sxir , sxi,r+1] can be constructed owing to the fact that x and y areM−-equivalent,
and for each odd number i (1 ik) and each r (1rji − 1), comp(xy)[syir , syi,r+1] can
also be constructed owing to the fact that x and y areM−-equivalent.)
Clearly, comp(xy) ends with M entering the accepting state qa ∈ Q+ on the right end-
marker $. Therefore, xy is also accepted by M, which contradicts the fact that xy is not in
T1. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
For each w ∈ P(n), accomp(ww) is loop free. Therefore, it follows that, for each
w ∈ P(n), pebble-cross(accomp(ww)) is such that the same storage state appears at most
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twice (one is withM crossing the boundary between the left w and the right w from left to
right (or from right to left), and the other is withM crossing the boundary from right to left
(or from left to right)) in pebble-cross(accomp(ww)). Therefore, for each w ∈ P(n), the
length of pebble-cross(accomp(ww)) is bounded by 2s+(n). For each n1, let
PEBBLE-CROSS(n) = {pebble-cross(accomp(ww))|w ∈ P(n)}.
From the observation above, it follows that:
|PEBBLE-CROSS(n)|(s+(n))2s+(n). (3.2)
SinceL(n) = o(log n), by a simple calculation, it follows from inequalities (3.1) and (3.2)
that for large n, we have 2n?e(n)|PEBBLE-CROSS(n)|, so |P(n)|?|PEBBLE-CROSS
(n)|. Thus, there must be two different n-words x and y in P(n) such that pebble-cross
(accomp(xx)) = pebble-cross(accomp(yy)). This contradicts Lemma 3.1. This completes
the proof of “T1 /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb(o(log n))”. 
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. For any m ∈ {strong,weak}, any X ∈ {D,N}, and any function L(n) such
that log log nL(n) = o(log n), m-XSPACEpeb(L(n)) is incomparable with 2-DC.
4. Nondeterminism versus alternation
This section investigates a relationship between the accepting powers of sublogarithmi-
cally space-bounded nondeterministic and alternating one-pebble Tms.
Our main result of this section is
Theorem 4.1. Strong-ASPACEpeb(log log n)− weak-NSPACEpeb(o(log n)) 	= .
Proof. Let
T2 = {B(1)#B(2)# · · · #B(n)cw1cw2c · · · cwkccu1cu2c · · · cur
∈ {0, 1, c, #}+ | n2 ∧ k1 ∧ r1
∧∀i(1 ik)∀j (1jr) [wi, uj ∈ {0, 1}log n]
∧∀i(1 ik)[∃j (1jr)[wi = uj ]]},
where for each positive integer i, B(i) denotes the word over {0, 1} that represents the
integer i in binary notation (with no leading zeros). To prove the theorem, we show below
that
(1) T2 ∈ strong-ASPACEpeb(log log n), and
(2) T2 /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb(o(log n)).
Proof of (1). T2 is accepted by a strongly log log n space-bounded alternating one-pebble
Tm M which acts as follows. Suppose that an input string
c/y1#y2# · · · #yncw1cw2c · · · cwkccu1cu2c · · · curc$
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(where n2, k, r1, and yi’s, wj ’s, um’s are all in {0, 1}+) is presented to M. (Input
strings in the form different from the above can easily be rejected by M.) By using the
well-known technique (see [7, Problem 10.2]), M ﬁrst marks off log log n cells of the
storage tape when yi = B(i) for each 1 in. (Of course, M enters a rejecting state if
yi 	= B(i) for some 1 in.) M then checks, by using log log n cells of the storage tape,
that |w1| = · · · = |wk| = |u1| = · · · = |ur | = log n. After that, M universally checks
that for all i (1 ik), wi = uj for some j (1jr). That is, for example, in order to
check that wi = uj for some j (1jr), M ﬁrst places the pebble on the symbol c just
before wi , and then moves to the right to existentially choose uj . After that, by universally
checking that the lth symbol of wi is equal to the lth symbol of uj for all l (1 llog n),
M can check whether wi = uj . (For this check, log log n cells of the storage tape are
sufﬁcient.)M enters an accepting state only if these checks are all successful. It is obvious
thatM accepts the language T2.
Proof of (2). The proof is similar to that of “T1 /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb(o(log n))” in proof
of Theorem 3.2. Suppose on the contrary that an L(n) space-bounded nondeterministic
one-pebble TmM accepts T2, whereL(n) = o(log n). LetQ be the set of states of the ﬁnite
control ofM, andQ+ andQ− be deﬁned as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We again assume
without loss of generality that when M accepts an input word in T2, M enters an accepting
state inQ+ on the right endmarker $, and halts.
For each n2, let V (n) = {cw1cw2c . . . cwp(n)c | ∀i(1 ip(n))[wi ∈ {0, 1}log n]},
where p(n) = 2log n. For each x = cw1cw2c . . . cwp(n)c ∈ V (n), let contents(x) = {u ∈
{0, 1}log n | u = wi for some 1 ip(n)}. For any two words x, y ∈ V (n), we say that
x and y are contents-equivalent if contents(x) = contents(y). Contents equivalence is an
equivalence relation on V (n). There are
contents(n)=
(
p(n)
1
)
+
(
p(n)
2
)
+ · · · +
(
p(n)
p(n)
)
= 2p(n) − 1
contents-equivalence classes of V (n). (Note that contents(n) corresponds to the number
of all the nonempty subsets of {0, 1}log n.) We denote by CONTENTS(n) the set of all
the representatives, one for each contents-equivalence class, chosen arbitrarily. Of course,
|CONTENTS(n)| = contents(n). For each n2, let
W(n) = {B(1)#B(2)# · · · #B(n)xy | x, y ∈ CONTENTS(n)}.
Let r(n) be the length of each word in W(n). Note that r(n) = O(n log n). Below we
consider the computations ofM on words inW(n) for large n. ThusM uses at most L(r(n))
cells of the storage tape. For each n2, let S(n) be the set of possible storage states of M
using at most L(r(n)) cells of the storage tape, and let S+(n) and S−(n) be deﬁned as in
proof of Theorem 3.2. Clearly s+(n) = |S+(n)| = O(tL(r(n))), and s−(n) = |S−(n)| =
O(tL(r(n))) for some constant t depending only on M. Let x be a word in CONTENTS(n)
that is supposed to be a subword of an input word (inW(n)) toM. Suppose that the pebble
of M is not placed on this word x. Then, as deﬁned in proof of Theorem 3.2, we deﬁne a
mapping Mx , which depends on M and x, from S−(n) × {left, right} to the power set of
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S−(n)× {left, right}. We say that two words x1, x2 ∈ CONTENTS(n) areM−-equivalent
if two mappings Mx1 and Mx2 are equivalent. Clearly, M−-equivalence is an equivalence
relation on CONTENTS(n), and there are at most
e(n) = (22s−(n))2s−(n)
M−-equivalence classes of CONTENTS(n).
Let P(n) be a largestM−-equivalence class of CONTENTS(n). Then we have
|P(n)| |CONTENTS(n)|
e(n)
= contents(n)
e(n)
 2
p(n)
e(n)
. (4.1)
For each x ∈ P(n), B(1)#B(2)# . . . #B(n)xx is in T2 ∩ W(n), and so it is accepted
by M, and its length is r(n). Therefore, there exists an accepting computation of M on
B(1)#B(2)# . . . #B(n)xx using at most L(r(n)) cells of the storage tape. Let accomp(xx)
be such a ﬁxed loop-free accepting computation of M on B(1)#B(2)# . . . # B(n)xx. For
each x ∈ P(n), let pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) be the sequence of storage states (in S+(n))
whenM crosses the boundary between the left x and the right x with the pebble in the ﬁnite
control from left to right or from right to left in accomp(xx).
Then, the following lemma must hold.
Lemma 4.1. For any two different words x and y in P(n),
pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) 	= pebble-cross(accomp(yy)).
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) = pebble-cross(accomp
(yy)). We assume without loss of generality that contents(x)− contents(y) 	= . By using
the same idea as in proof of Lemma 3.1, it follows that we can construct an accepting
computation of M on B(1)#B(2)# . . . #B(n)xy using at most L(r(n)) cells of the storage
tape, and thus B(1)#B(2)# . . . #B(n)xy would be accepted byM. This contradicts the fact
that it is not in T2. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
For each x ∈ P(n), accomp(xx) is loop free. Therefore, it follows that, for each x ∈
P(n), the same storage state (in S+(n)) appears atmost twice in pebble-cross(accomp(xx)).
Therefore, for each x ∈ P(n), the length of pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) is bounded
by 2s+(n). For each n1, let PEBBLE-CROSS(n) = {pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) | x ∈
P(n)}. From the observation above, it follows that
|PEBBLE-CROSS(n)|(s+(n))2s+(n). (4.2)
Since L(n) = o(log n), by a simple calculation, it follows from inequalities (4.1) and (4.2)
that for large n, we have |P(n)|?|PEBBLE-CROSS(n)|. Thus, there must be two different
words x and y in P(n) such that pebble-cross(accomp(xx)) = pebble-cross(accomp(yy)).
This contradicts Lemma 4.1. This completes the proof of “T2 /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb
(o(log n))”. 
From Theorem 4.1, we get the following corollary.
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Corollary 4.1. For anym ∈ {strong,weak} and any function log log nL(n) = o(log n),
m-NSPACEpeb(L(n)) ⊂ m-ASPACEpeb(L(n)).
5. Space hierarchy
This section investigates a space hierarchy of the accepting powers of deterministic and
nondeterministic one-pebble Tms.
Our main result of this section is
Theorem 5.1. Let L(n) : N → N be a one-pebble fully space constructible function such
that L(n) log n (n1) and let L′(n) : N → N be any function such that L′(n) =
o(L(n)). Then
strong-DSPACEpeb(L(n))− weak-NSPACEpeb(L′(n)) 	= .
Proof. Let T (L) be the following set depending on the function L(n) in the theorem:
T (L) = {wciw | ∃n1[w ∈ {0, 1}+ ∧ |w| = 2L(n) ∧ i = n− 2× 2L(n)]}.
It is easy to show that T (L) is in strong-DSPACEpeb(L(n)). So, the proof is omitted here.
We show below that T (L) /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb(L′(n)), where L′(n) = o(L(n)). The proof
is again similar to that of “T1 /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb(o(log n))” in proof of Theorem 3.2.
Suppose on the contrary that there exists an weakly L′(n) space-bounded nondeterministic
one-pebble Tm M accepting T (L).
Let Q be the set of states of the ﬁnite control of M, and let Q+ and Q− be deﬁned as in
proof of Theorem 3.2. We again assume without loss of generality that whenM accepts an
input word in T (L),M enters an accepting state inQ+ on the right endmarker $, and halts.
Below we consider the computations ofM on words of length n for large n. ThusM uses
at most L′(n) cells of the storage tape. For each n2, let S(n) be the set of possible storage
states ofM using at mostL′(n) cells of the storage tape, and let S+(n) and S−(n) be deﬁned
as in proof of Theorem 3.2. Clearly, s+(n) = |S+(n)| = O(tL′(n)), and s−(n) = |S−(n)| =
O(tL′(n)) for some constant t depending only on M. For each n1, let V (n) = {0, 1}2L(n) .
Let x be a word in V (n) that is supposed to be a subword of an input word of length n toM.
Suppose that the pebble ofM is not placed on this word x. Then, as deﬁned in the proof of
Theorem3.2,we deﬁne amappingMx , which depends onM and x, fromS−(n)×{left, right}
to the power set of S−(n) × {left, right}. We say that two words x1, x2 ∈ V (n) are M−-
equivalent if two mappingsMx1 andMx2 are equivalent.M−-equivalence is an equivalence
relation on V (n), and there are at most
e(n) = (22s−(n))2s−(n)
M−-equivalence classes of V (n). Let P(n) be a largest M−-equivalence class of V (n).
Then we have
|P(n)| |V (n)|
e(n)
= 2
2L(n)
e(n)
.
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For each x ∈ P(n), xcix (where i = n− 2× 2L(n)) is in T (L), and so it is accepted byM,
and its length is n. Therefore, there exists an accepting computation of M on xcix using at
most L′(n) cells of the storage tape. Let accomp(xcix) be such a ﬁxed loop-free accepting
computation of M on xcix. For each x ∈ P(n), let pebble-cross(accomp(xcix)) be the
sequence of storage states (in S+(n)) when M crosses the boundary between the left x and
the right cix with the pebble in the ﬁnite control from left to right or from right to left in
accomp(xcix).
Then, the following lemma must hold (the proof is omitted for its similarity to that of
Lemma 3.1).
Lemma 5.1. For any two different words x and y in P(n),
pebble-cross(accomp(xcix)) 	= pebble-cross(accomp(yciy)).
For each x ∈ P(n), accomp(xcix) is loop-free. Therefore, it follows that, for each x ∈ P(n),
the same storage state (in S+(n)) appears at most twice in pebble-cross(accomp(xx)).
Therefore, for each x ∈ P(n), the length of pebble-cross(accomp(xcix)) is bounded by
2s+(n). For each n1, let PEBBLE-CROSS(n) = {pebble-cross(accomp(xcix)) | x ∈
P(n)}. From the above observation, it follows that |PEBBLE-CROSS(n)|(s+(n))2s+(n).
Since L′(n) = o(L(n)), by a simple calculation, it follows that for large n, we have
|P(n)|?|PEBBLE-CROSS(n)|. Thus, there must be two different words x and y in P(n)
such that pebble-cross(accomp(xcix)) = pebble-cross(accomp(yciy)). This contradicts
Lemma 5.1. This completes the proof of “T (L) /∈ weak-NSPACEpeb(L′(n))”. 
From the fact (Fact 1) that log log n is one-pebble fully space constructible, we can
easily see that for any integer k1, log log nk is one-pebble fully space constructible.
From this and from Theorem 5.1, we get the following corollary:
Corollary 5.1. For any m ∈ {strong,weak}, any X ∈ {D,N}, and any integer k1,
m-XSPACEpeb(log log nk) ⊂ m-XSPACEpeb(log log nk+1).
We can easily strengthen Theorem 5.1 as follows (the proof is omitted here):
Corollary 5.2. Let L(n) be a one-pebble space constructible function such that L(n)
log n (n1), and L′(n) be any function such that L′(n) = o(L(n)). Then
strong-DSPACEpeb(L(n))− weak-NSPACEpeb(L′(n)) 	= .
6. Conclusion
We conclude this paper by posing several open problems.
• 2-DC − weak(or strong)-ASPACEpeb(o(log n)) = ? (We conjecture that T2 = {ww|
w ∈ {0, 1}+} is in 2-DC, but not in weak-ASPACEpeb(o(log n)).)
• Let 2-NC be the class of languages accepted by two-way nondeterministic counter au-
tomata. What is a relationship between 2-NC and m-XSPACEpeb(L(n)) for any m ∈
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{strong,weak}, anyX ∈ {D,N,A}, and any functionL(n) such that log log nL(n) =
o(log n)? (We conjecture that these two classes are incomparable.)
• For any m ∈ {strong,weak}, and any function L(n) log log n,
m-DSPACEpeb(L(n)) ⊂ m-NSPACEpeb(L(n)) ?
• Let L(n) be a one-pebble (fully) space constructible function such that L(n) log n
(n1) and let L′(n) = o(L(n)). Then
strong-DSPACEpeb(L(n))− weak-ASPACEpeb(L′(n)) 	=  ?
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